Double The Muscle: Using Pedigrees
Name _________________________

Introduction to Pedigrees
Geneticists use pedigrees to understand the genetic relationship between organisms in a family. In
this worksheet, we will practice creating a pedigree relating to double muscling and making
predictions from the pedigree.
A beef rancher, Walter, recently had a calf born to his herd with unusually large muscles. Lance,
another one of his cattle, seems to have the same condition. Out of curiosity and concern, Walter
searched the Internet for an explanation of the calf’s condition.
Soon, Walter discovered a genetic condition that causes double muscling in cattle when two
recessive (dd) genes are present. To Walter’s relief, the condition itself is not fatal. Walter learns
that the double muscle trait has advantages and disadvantages. Double-muscled cattle have a
higher birth weight, rib eye area, feed efficiency, and improved retail product yield. However, cows
delivering double-muscled calves have difficulty with labor due to the larger size of the calf and the
double-muscled cows show decreased female fertility and lower stress tolerance. d
In light of this information, Walter decides to start tracking double-muscling in his cattle via a
pedigree. Walter needs some help with updating his current pedigree for the cattle on his land.
Below is the pedigree with limited information recorded.

Female Male
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Activity 2: Amending the Pedigree and Determining Genotypes
Help Walter out by adding the following information to the pedigree:
1. Jessy and Kirk had two more calves after Nero: Omar (a male) and Penelope (a female).
2. Penelope is the young female calf who is double-muscled.
3. Walter talked with the previous owners of Dora. According to the previous owners, Dora
once had a male calf that was double-muscled.
4. Walter also reveals that Alex has never been on his farm. Walter had Bella artificially
inseminated with sperm from Alex. Amidst the paperwork telling Walter about Alex’s
genetic history, he sees that double-muscling is NOT something Alex is a carrier for.

Answer the following questions about the genotypes of the cattle in Walter’s herd.
1. What do you know about Penelope’s genotype?

2. What do you know about Kirk’s genotype?

3. What do you know about Jessy’s genotype?

4. What do you know about Faith’s genotype?

5. What do you know about Erik’s genotype?

6. What do you know about Nero’s genotype?

7. Could Gail be a carrier of the double-muscle gene? Draw a Punnett square to justify your
answer.
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8. Could Missy be a carrier of the double-muscle gene? Draw a Punnett square to justify your
answer.

9. Which cattle in Walter’s herd could be crossed to guarantee a double-muscled offspring?

10. If Walter wants to avoid double-muscled offspring, which cattle should he cross? Why?
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